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ArrowSpan’s Full Duplex Wi-Fi Mesh Network Access
Points Surpass the Competition by Extending Their Hop
Count Further
Santa Clara, Calif., November 17, 2006 – ArrowSpan Inc., a global provider of Wi-Fi mesh
solutions, is revealing the impressive results of its latest test-trial. During a lab test in Santa Clara,
ArrowSpan’s products demonstrated a maximum performance data throughput, reaching five
hops while maintaining a 14 Mbps throughput. With minimal degradation, ArrowSpan’s MeshAPs
can cover a 300 room hotel or an airport, using only one network interface connection, making it
easier to deploy, expand and maintain a network.
“We are excited about these test results. This shows that our products are highly competitive
against the current generation mesh access points being deployed. We can achieve
higher hop counts, and better performance efficiency than others in the market,” said Max Lu,
President/CEO of ArrowSpan. “We believe our products offer performance, reliability and cost
savings to network operators.” With the management interface already built-in the wireless
access points, there is no need for extra purchases, and by maintaining a high throughput,
ArrowSpan’s products provide the best quality performance available in wireless mesh
technology today.
The MeshAP 1100 Indoor allows carriers and service providers to expand their wireless coverage
for a lot less, compared to the competition. Its superb technology is fully compatible with third
party Access Servers, Network Routers, and IP devices on the market today. The full-duplex
design provides better wireless coverage with ease, and can expand internet hot spots to hot
zones wirelessly. The MeshAP 1100 can be purchased directly at ArrowSpan’s Online Store at
http://www.arrowspan.com starting December 1st, 2006.

About ArrowSpan Inc.
ArrowSpan, Inc. develops and manufactures next-generation Wi-Fi mesh network solutions. All
units are specifically designed to be compatible with all brands of an existing network access
server, application server, router and gateway. ArrowSpan’s streamlined design philosophy and
manufacturing expertise, makes the Wi-Fi mesh network solutions one of most cost efficient
solutions on the market. ArrowSpan is committed to building reliable wireless mesh solutions,

and we are backing our wireless mesh Access Points with a limited three year warranty. For
more information about ArrowSpan, Inc. and our products, please visit http://www.arrowspan.com.
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